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                    Dream safaris right here in Kent!
                


            Port Lympne’s award winning short breaks range from our luxurious 4* boutique hotel stays to a romantic night under the stars in our 180 degree, panoramic bubble pod. What’s more, you can enjoy your stay knowing that you are directly helping to protect wildlife, with profits from the parks and short breaks supporting our animal conservation charity work that takes place around the world.
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                                Valentine's at Port Lympne

                                    
                                        Join us at Port Lympne to celebrate your love this February. We offer the perfect venue for romantic dates, unforgettable safari staycations and even dramatic proposals or elopements!
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                                Lion Lodge

                                    
                                        Immerse yourself in the lives of the lion pride at Lion Lodge and explore the rest of the Reserve on your private golf buggy.
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                                Leopard Creek

                                    
                                        Leopard Creek offers luxury accommodation with stunning views of our expertly-designed Amur leopard enclosure.
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                                Forest Hideaway

                                    
                                        Exclusive hidden forest dens, for the ultimate romantic retreat.  Includes a golf buggy to explore the reserve at your leisure.
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                                Mansion Hotel

                                    
                                        Get away from it all with a stay at our 4* boutique hotel.
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                                Port Lympne Gift Vouchers

                                    
                                        A range of Port Lympne Hotel & Reserve gift vouchers are now available to purchase. Choose from unforgettable short breaks, fun family day drips or decadent dining experiences in the Kent countryside.
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						Luxury
					


						
							Enjoy a unique getaway with all the little luxuries you would expect. Explore our stunning reserve in your personal golf buggy, eat and drink at a variety of restaurants, book additional experiences or simply enjoy nature.
						


				

			

		


			

		





        



                            
        
               


       
        
                

                    

                        

                            
                                New The Lookout Bubble

                                    
                                        Immerse yourself in a luxury romantic retreat, with a spectacular view of the stars. Includes your own personal golf buggy.
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                                Leopard Creek

                                    
                                        Leopard Creek offers luxury accommodation with stunning views of our expertly-designed Amur leopard enclosure.
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                                Lion Lodge

                                    
                                        Immerse yourself in the lives of the lion pride at Lion Lodge and explore the rest of the Reserve on your private golf buggy.
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                                Tiger Lodge

                                    
                                        Wake up in a tiger’s world, then head out in your own personal golf buggy to meet the rest of the animals in the 600 acre reserve.
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                                Rhino Lodge

                                    
                                        Make friends with your wild neighbours and explore the reserve in your own personal golf buggy.
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                                The Treetop Bubble

                                    
                                        Immerse yourself in a luxury romantic retreat amongst the treetops, with 180 degree panoramic views. Includes your own personal golf buggy.
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                                Treehouses

                                    
                                        Enjoy stunning views from your award winning self-catering treehouse suite and explore the 600 acre reserve on your own personal golf buggy.
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                                Mansion Hotel

                                    
                                        Get away from it all with a stay at our 4* boutique hotel.
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                                Wolf Lodge

                                    
                                        Be part of the pack and watch our wolves from your private viewing window. Then discover over 700 animals as you explore the reserve on your golf buggy.
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                                Hog Deer Creek

                                    
                                        Stay in the wilds of Kent in your cosy shepherd’s hut.  Explore the 600 acre reserve on your own private golf buggy.
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						Glamping
					


						
							Enjoy glamping at its best with family and friends or treat your loved one to a romantic African-style night under the stars!
						


				

			

		


			

		





        



                            
        
               


       
        
                

                    

                        

                            
                                Pinewood

                                    
                                        Put the fun back into camping without the need to pitch a tent at Pinewood, where you can sleep within roaring distance of lions!
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                                Bear Lodge

                                    
                                        Unforgettable glamping getaway overlooking the spectacled bear habitat. Camp out under the stars and immerse yourself in an exciting safari experience.
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                                Giraffe Lodge

                                    
                                        Camp out under the stars and immerse yourself in an exciting safari experience - right here in Kent!
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                                Forest Hideaway

                                    
                                        Exclusive hidden forest dens, for the ultimate romantic retreat.  Includes a golf buggy to explore the reserve at your leisure.
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                                Pinewood - Shepherds Hut

                                    
                                        Camp in style and comfort at Pinewood's Shepherd's Hut and fall asleep to the sound of the roaring lions!
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                    How your stay helps
                


            Simply by enjoying a short break with us, you are directly contributing to the care of the animals in our parks here in the UK and supporting the trailblazing overseas work of our partner charity, The Aspinall Foundation (charity number 326567). Thanks to the generosity of guests like you, The Aspinall Foundation has released more than 75 gorillas, 41 Javan gibbons, 14 Javan grizzled langurs, 125 Javan ebony langurs, 12 European bison, 8 black rhinos and many more animals back to the wild!


        

    



        



                            
        
               
    
        
            			

					
									
							

        

        

                
                    Your next adventure awaits
                

                            
                    Book a stay at Port Lympne Hotel & Reserve for your next short break and you could find yourselves looking for pirates, setting sail for faraway places, saying hello to all the animals or even discovering lost tribes!
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                    Terms and conditions 
                


            Please ensure you have familiarised yourself with our short break terms and conditions.
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